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On the radiated noise computed by large-eddy simulation
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This paper addresses the problem of the estimation of the noise radiated by forced isotropic
turbulence using an hybrid large-eddy simulation/Lighthill analogy approach. The scale separation
associated with the LES approach leads to splitting the acoustic source term as the sum of several
contributions. The subgrid scale and high frequency contributions to radiated acoustic spectrum are
first evaluated on the ground of filtered direct numerical simulations. The parametrization of subgrid
scale effects based on a scale similarity model is addressed. Botha priori and a posteriori tests
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed model. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sound generated by turbulence is an important sourc
noise and raises many questions of fundamental and e
neering interest. A steady statistical description of the tur
lent flow has long been used1,2 before numerical simulation
were carried out to compute the aerodynamic field.3 Recent
progress in computational fluid dynamics~CFD! now offers
many tools to develop new techniques in computatio
aero-acoustics~CAA!, but sound calculation and propagatio
is still a difficult numerical problem4,5 because of the wide
range of spatial and temporal frequencies.

Direct numerical simulation~DNS!,6 unsteady Reynolds
averaged Navier–Stokes simulations~RANS!,7 semi-
deterministic modeling~SDM!8,9 or, as detailed in this pape
large-eddy simulation~LES!,10,11 are currently used to com
pute the acoustic source~i.e., the unsteady flow field!. All the
methods described below offer many possibilities but a
have some drawbacks: DNS yields a complete representa
of the acoustic source term but does not offer the possib
to compute the high Reynolds number turbulent flow t
must be dealt with in practice. On the contrary RANS allo
access to very high Reynolds number turbulent flows but
only compute the coherent structures. LES, which is an
termediary method consisting of computing only the larg
scales, has received a growing interest over the last ye
The turbulent motion and the acoustic field can be compu
in the entire computational domain but this method becom
rapidly very expensive and cannot be used for enginee
problems. A hybrid method, based on computation of
aerodynamic fluctuations by solving Navier–Stokes eq
tions, and on the calculation of the radiated noise by acou
analogy is often preferred. Acoustic analogies are numer
and only a few of them are recalled here: Lighthill
analogy12,13retained for the present work, a third-order wa
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equation namely Lilley’s equation,14 the linearized Euler’s
equations or SNGR model.15 All of these methods require
knowledge of the aerodynamic fluctuations.

The Lighthill analogy, which is based on the resolutio
of Lighthill’s equation derived from the compressib
Navier–Stokes equations, was the first attempt to estim
the sound radiated from a finite region of turbulent flow. Th
method is a very powerful and general approach to comp
the acoustic radiated field although it has the limitation
assuming that the refraction effect cannot be taken into
count. Using this analogy, the acoustic pressure generate
a turbulent flow is expressed as a function of the Lighth
tensorTi j 'ruiuj . In LES calculations only the filtered vari
ablesũi are known and the exact Lighthill tensor cannot
computed. Lighthill’s tensorTi j

LES5 r̄ũi ũ j calculated with the
basic filtered variables is often used10,11 and interactions be-
tween resolved scales and subgrid scales are not taken
account. Piomelliet al.16 proposed a correction based o
LES properties to recover interactions described below
corrected Lighthill’s tensorTi j

LES by adding the subgrid scal
tensor. Considering only the acoustic source term, the eff
of the filtering operation have been investigated and par
etrizations have been proposed. Witkowskaet al.10 proposed
an alternative solution by identifying the acoustic intensi
respectively, generated by large scales, small scales an
term resulting from the interactions between both scales.
study of filtering and the parametrization of subgrid sc
tensor has been addressed by Seroret al.17 to compute the
radiated acoustic pressure using Lighthill’s equation for
case of decaying isotropic turbulence. These results s
that this parametrization leads to reliable results when s
similarity type models are used in the representation of
acoustic field generated by the interaction between resolv
and subgrid-scales. A recent analytical development ba
on high Reynolds number turbulent flow performed by R
binstein and Zhou18 has shown the importance of th
unresolved-scales in the noise production process.
present work addresses the evaluation and modeling of
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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477Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 2, February 2001 On the radiated noise computed by large-eddy simulation
unresolved- and subgrid-scales contribution to the radia
noise itself when Lighthill’s analogy and LES are used
gether for larger Reynolds number turbulent flows on
ground of a priori and a posteriori tests. The case of th
sound radiated by a volume of isotropic turbulence is
tained as a test case for the present study. This is an
demic case, which is one of the very few examples of tur
lent flow whose equivalent acoustic source has well defi
properties. It appears consequently as a first step toward
derivation of fully general model. This problem has be
addressed by many authors, both from a theoretical14,19and a
numerical10,20point of view. Nevertheless, even for this ve
simple turbulent flow, the authors are not aware of any p
lished a posteriori tests for subgrid models for the nois
source, the previous studies being devoted toa priori analy-
sis. Considering that the modeling process for the sub
noise source should start with simple flows, which are w
controlled from a theoretical and numerical point of vie
isotropic turbulence appears as an mandatory first step.
as for the modeling of usual subgrid terms, recall that
extension to more complex flows could be required to co
plicate the models. This point will be addressed in futu
works.

The mathematical formulation concerning Lighthill
equation is first presented in Sec. II. Section III is devoted
the description of the numerical method and the implem
tation of acoustic calculations for the study. Numerical
sults obtained froma priori tests ~i.e., filtered DNS! and
concerning both evaluation and modeling of the subg
scale effects are detailed in Sec. IV. In order to assess
clusions given by the filtered DNS,a posteriori tests de-
scribed in Sec. V have been carried out. Conclusions
presented in Sec. VI.

II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

A. Governing equations

Lighthill’s analogy12,13 is a method to compute the rad
ated acoustic field from a finite region of turbulent flow. Th
analogy is based on a combination of compressible Nav
Stokes equations which leads to an inhomogeneous w
equation for the density

]2

]t2
r2c0

2 ]2

]yiyi
r5

]2

]yi]yj
Ti j , ~1!

wherec0 is the constant speed of sound in the ambient m
dium, which is supposed to be at rest, and the Lighthill t
sor Ti j is defined as follows:

Ti j 5ruiuj1~p2c0
2r!d i j 2s i j . ~2!

For high Reynolds numbers the viscous stress tensors i j in
Lighthill’s tensor expression can be neglected. The quan
(p2c0

2r) is responsible for thermoacoustics effects21 and
will be neglected for the class flow that have been conside
in this paper. Under these assumptions, the Lighthill ten
simplifies to

Ti j 5ruiuj . ~3!
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The solution of the Lighthill equation leads to a represen
tion of the radiated acoustic field. Once the acoustic sou
term, which is zero outside the flow region, has been co
puted by solving the Navier–Stokes equations to comp
variablesr andui , the sound field generated by the turbule
motion is uniquely defined. This equation has an exact so
tion only for an homogeneous medium at rest, which can
obtained using the Green function. For high Reynolds nu
ber flow, a complete knowledge of the source term require
high resolution of the flow field and then an important co
putational cost. A direct numerical simulation~DNS! may
only be applied on simple configurations22 and is far from
addressing range of Reynolds number that have to be d
with in practice.

B. Extension to LES

When a large-eddy simulation is performed to obta
aerodynamic fluctuations, Lighthill’s equation should be d
rived from the filtered Navier–Stokes equations. This fo
malism has been presented by Seroret al.17 for the com-
pressible subsonic case. Since we are dealing with very
Mach number turbulent flows, the present simulations h
been performed using the incompressible Navier–Sto
equations. As expressed in Crow’s paper23 the inconsistent
incompressible approximation to Lighthill’s source term
justifiable for low Mach number turbulent flow. More re
cently, Ristorcelli24 has shown that the associated error te
scales as the square of the Mach number. This approxima
is then appropriate to compute flows which are under c
sideration in the present work.

In large-eddy simulation of turbulent flows, any quanti
F in the flow domainV can be split into a resolved or filtere
part F̄ and an unresolved or subgrid partf through the appli-
cation of a low-pass convolution filter:

F5F̄1 f , ~4!

with

F̄~y!5E
V
GD~y2j!F~j!dj, ~5!

whereGD is the spatial kernel filter andD5p/kc the char-
acteristic cutoff length scale. The cutoff wave numberkc

defines the limit between the low-frequency components
solved in the simulation and the remaining high-frequen
components which are modeled. The kernelGD is currently
represented by a sharp cutoff filter, a Gaussian filter or t
hat filter for analytical development. This function is a
sumed to fulfill the three following constraints: consta
preservation, linearity and commutativity with derivatives.
filtered Lighthill equation can then be obtained in the follow
ing two ways: by operating the combination between
filtered continuity equation and filtered momentum equat
used in LES or by filtering the Lighthill equation~1!. Both
methods lead to the equation

]2

]t2
r̄2c0

2 ]2

]yiyi
r̄5

]2

]yi]yj
T̄i j . ~6!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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Under the assumptions of isentropic acoustic pressure
tuations due to low Mach number and high Reynolds num
turbulent flow, the filtered Lighthill tensorT̄i j which repre-
sents the production of resolved acoustic fluctuations is t
given by

T̄i j 5ruiuj5r0uiuj , ~7!

wherer0 is the flow density. As only the filtered velocit
componentsūi are available in LES calculations, the filtere
Lighthill tensor cannot be computed and must be written a
function of filtered variables. Introducing the subgrid sca
tensort i j resulting from the nonlinearity of the convectiv
terms and defined as

t i j 5~uiuj2ūi ū j !, ~8!

T̄i j can be approximated byTi j
LES5r0ūi ū j with an inherent

error Ti j
SGS which is actually the subgrid scale tensort i j de-

fined in Eq.~8!:

Ti j 5Ti j
LES1Ti j

SGS5r0~ ūi ū j1t i j !. ~9!

The final decomposition for the full Lighthill tensor is the
written as

Ti j 5Ti j
LES1Ti j

SGS1Ti j9 , ~10!

whereTi j9 is the high-frequency part of the Lighthill tenso
and is not resolved in LES calculations.

The subgrid scale tensor appears naturally as a so
term in the expression of the acoustic fluctuating pressure
order to get reliable far-field noise prediction using LES c
culations, this tensor must be evaluated to assess the a
racy of a prediction of the far-field noise from LES simul
tions.

III. NUMERICAL ALGORITHM

A. Numerical method and forcing scheme

1. Direct numerical simulation

A direct numerical simulation has been performed on
three dimensional incompressible turbulence. The dynam
equation of the Fourier-transformed velocityûi(k,t) for
wave vectork and timet, are written, following Orszag:25,26

S ]

]t
1nk2D ûi~k,t !52

i

2
Pilm~k!E ûl~p!ûm~k2p!dp,

~11!

where

Pilm~k!5km~d i l 2kikl /k2!1kl~d im2kikm /k2!. ~12!

Equation~11! is solved using Rogallo’s27 pseudospectral al
gorithm, which evaluates the convolution integral by taki
the product in physical space. This algorithm does introd
aliasing errors which can be reduced by filtering the veloc
field with an appropriate sharp cutoff filter. In the simulatio
the Fourier-transformed convective term components h
been truncated for the wave number outside a sphere o
dius 2

3N, whereN is the number of grid nodes used in ea
direction. The time integration has been performed usin
third-order Runge–Kutta scheme. Periodic boundary con
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tions are applied to the solution domain which is a cubic b
of length 2p, with N351923 equispaced grid nodes.

2. The forcing scheme

Since we are interested in a spectral analysis of
acoustic field, a statistically stationary turbulence
required.10 In decaying isotropic turbulence, kinetic energy
dissipated after a few eddy turns over time following t
t21.2 decay law,28 leading then to a vanishing acoustic pre
sure. A spectral deterministic forcing scheme has b
implemented to obtain statistically stationary velocity fie
One way to generate statistically stationary turbulence is
‘‘force’’ the large scale velocity components by artificiall
adding energy. This energy cascades toward the small sc
and is dissipated by viscous mechanisms. Many forc
schemes have been proposed: Siggia and Patters29

‘‘froze’’ the velocity Fourier amplitudes in a low-wave num
ber band, and similarly Sheet al.30 introduced a scheme to
maintain the energy in each of the first two wave numb
shells constant in time. Another class of forcing scheme c
sists of adding an acceleration term into the moment
equation.31 The forcing scheme used in the present work h
been used by Witkowskaet al.10 for a similar study of sound
radiated by isotropic turbulence. This forcing scheme ma
tains the total kinetic energy at a constant level by inject
the energy lost during the dissipation process namelyDE in
the normalized wave number band@kmin ,kmax#5@1,5#. The
resulting forcing scheme reads

ûn11~k!5bû* ~k!, ~13!

where ûn11(k) is the Fourier coefficient at time (n11)Dt
and û* (k) the Fourier coefficient computed by integratin
the Navier–Stokes equation withûn(k) as an initial condi-
tion, with

b5HA11DEY E
kmin

kmax
E~k!dk kP@kmin ,kmax#

1 otherwise

,

~14!

whereDE is the kinetic energy loss due to dissipation duri
the time Dt. According to Witkowskaet al.10 this method
ensures the continuity of the second-order derivatives
time, preventing spurious noise generation. This condition
indeed required for the present simulations: as will be sho
in the following sections the acoustic source term can
expressed as a function of the second-order time-deriva
of the Lighthill tensor, and the continuity of this derivative
then required.

Furthermore as the large-eddy simulation is based
parametrization of the small scales it is necessary that
small scales do not depend on the forcing scheme.
present forcing scheme appears as a post-processing o
velocity field computed after each time step, and does
appear explicitly neither in the momentum equation nor
the Lighthill equation. Its exact impact on noise producti
cannot bea priori analyzed, and will be discusseda poste-
riori when presenting DNS results~see Sec. IV A!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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B. Implementation of a priori and a posteriori tests
for LES

To compute the contributions of the tensors appearin
the decomposition of the Lighthill tensor,a priori tests have
been carried out by filtering the flow field computed with
direct numerical simulation. A Gaussian filter function h
been used for the present simulation, whose associated
nel in physical spaceGD and transfer functionĜ are, respec-
tively,

GD~y2j!5S 6

pD2D 1/2

expS 26uy2ju
D2 D 2

Ĝ~k!

5expS 2D2k2

24 D . ~15!

This Gaussian filter induces a smooth separation betw
resolved and subgrid quantities, resulting in a nonzero c
tribution of low frequencies to the latters. The effects of t
filter have been investigated for three values of the norm
ized wave numberkc (kc5$7,15,31%) leading to a represen
tation of the field on 163, 323 and 643 grids, respectively. A
large-eddy simulation using a parametrization of the subg
scale tensor occurring in the Navier–Stokes equation is
formed to complete the study witha posteriori tests. Aero-
dynamic fluctuations generated by stationary turbulence m
be computed by resolving incompressible Navier–Sto
equations which are written as

]

]t
ūi1

]

]yj
~ ūi ū j !

52
]

]yi
p̄1n

]

]yj
S ]

]yi
ūj1

]

]yj
ūi D2

]

]yj
t i j , ~16!

]

]yi
ūi50, ~17!

wheret i j is the subgrid scale tensor. Then the radiated no
is deduced using the filtered Lighthill equation~6! where the
associated Lighthill tensor is given byT̄i j 5r0(ūi ū j1t i j ).

The subgrid scale tensor parametrization is required
momentum and Lighthill’s equation but this parametrizati
is not required to be the same for both equations. It is wo
noting that the subgrid terms appearing in these two eq
tions correspond to very different physical mechanism~clas-
sical inter-scale interactions in the momentum equation
noise production for the Lighthill source term! which are
associated to different mathematical formulations: simple
vergence of the subgrid tensor in the momentum equati
and a second-order derivative of the same tensor in
Lighthill equation. It appears then that different models c
be derived for these two terms. A ‘‘perfect’’ model for th
subgrid fluctuations or the subgrid tensort i j could theoreti-
cally be used to parametrize both effects, but previous wo
by Seroret al.17 have shown that such a model remains to
derived. Two different models will be used in the prese
study. The spectral models used in momentum equations
veloped by Me´tais and Lesieur32 leads to the subgrid scal
tensor
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]yi
ūj1

]

]yj
ūi D , ~18!

wheren t(k)5n1(k)n` is the turbulent viscosity. The effec
tive viscosity is written as follows:

n1~k!511
K0

3/2

n` 15.2 exp~23.03kc /k!. ~19!

Métais and Lesieur32 developed a spectral dynamic model
compute the eddy viscosity based on an adaptation of
spectral-cusp model to kinetic-energy spectra proportiona
k2m. The eddy viscosity is then such as

n`50.31
52m

m11
K0

23/2AE~kc!

kc
if m<3. ~20!

For m.3 the eddy viscosity is set equal to zero.

C. Implementation of Lighthill’s analogy

The acoustic field is evaluated from Lighthill’s analog
The source term is assumed to be nonzero only in a fi
regionV. Then for any observer defined by the vectorx, and
located outside this volumeV as shown in Fig. 1, application
of the Green’s function formalism yields

r~x,t !2^r&5
1

4pc0
2 EV

1

ux2yu
]2

]yi]yj
Ti j S y,t2

ux2yu
c0

Dd3y,

~21!

where^r& is the averaged density outside the flow domainV.
This ensemble averagê & is performed over 24 differen
observers located at the same distance from the center o
computational domain. As detailed by Witkowska10 and Bas-
tin et al.7 three formulations of the solution can be express
from Eq.~21!. The formulation retained for the present wo
is the one successfully used by Witkowska10 and Sarkar and
Hussiani20 in isotropic turbulence formulation and which
derived from Eq.~21! by applying the divergence theorem
twice:33

r~x,t !2^r&5
1

4pc0
4

xixj

x3 E
V

]2

]t2
Ti j S y,t2

ux2yu
c0

Dd3y.

~22!

FIG. 1. Geometry of sound source radiation.V5Volume of turbulent fluid,
M5observer position,D52p.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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Following the previous results presented in Refs. 10 and
boundary contributions appearing in Eq.~22! are suppressed
in order to suppress spurious contributions due to the tr
cation of the source volume. This technique was shown
these references to yield very satisfactory results when c
puting the noise radiated by a volume of isotropic turb
lence.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Direct numerical simulation

The velocity components have been initialized w
Gaussian random numbers with the following initial ener
spectrum:

E~k!5k4 exp~22k2/k0
2! where k054. ~23!

The forcing scheme has been implemented after allowing
turbulence to decay until an arbitrary time ensuring tha
self-similar solution is reached. The steady state is obtai
at the dimensionless timet* 5t/t510.63, wheret5L/urms

54.05 denotes the eddy turn over time. Acoustic compu
tions have been carried out over approximately 25 eddy
over time. The normalized energy spectrum is presente
Fig. 2 for three different times, which represent the init
time for acoustic computations, an intermediary time and
final time of the simulation, ensuring that the stationary st
is obtained. The factorkmaxh51.26, whereh5(n3/e)1/4 is
the Kolmogorov length scale, ensures that the small sc
are well resolved34 and ak25/3 slope is recovered on th
interval 4<k<18. The time averaged skewness factor of
velocity derivative equals20.47 oscillating between value
20.46 and20.5. Since the experimental value is given to
20.4, while simulations giveSk'20.5, the result leads to
satisfactory agreement. Time averaged statistical turbu
quantities have been computed in terms of the three dim
sional energy spectrumE(k). The instantaneous energy di
sipation rate,e, is computed as follows:

FIG. 2. Normalized energy spectrum defined as:E* 5E(k)/*0
`E(k)]dk pre-

sented for three different times:h t* 510.6,n t* 520.5,s t* 535.4, the
full line representsk25/3.
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k2E~k!dk ~24!

and the squared rms velocity is written as

urms
2 5

2

3 E0

`

E~k!dk. ~25!

Other length scales used in this paper are the integral le
scaleL and the Taylor microscale definedl as

L5
p

2urms
2 E

0

` 1

k
E~k!dk and l2515

nurms
2

e
. ~26!

The Taylor microscale Reynolds number Rel5urmsl/n re-
mains close to 82 during all the simulation. All averag
characteristic values and length scales are presente
Table I.

Lilley14 emphasized some requirements for study
noise produced by isotropic turbulence at low Mach numb
on the grounds of previous works by Proudman. The fi
requirement is that no anisotropic effects are present in
flow. Considering the case of a volume of isotropic turb
lence of sizeD immersed in a laminar infinite space, h
recommendedL/D!1. It is observed~see Table I! that the
integral length scaleL is very close to 1 in all the presente
simulations, withD52p. This corresponds to the usua
value of the ratioL/D ~whereD is the size of the computa
tional domain! ~see Eswaran and Pope34 and Overholt and
Pope31 for a large number of examples!, ensuring that the
two-point correlations decay fast enough to prevent spuri
coupling of the fluctuations. Because of the triperiodic nat
of the simulation, there is no boundary effect between tur
lence and a laminar zone, rendering the constraint less s
gent than in the case considered by Lilley. The second
quirement is that the turbulence must not decay significa
in the time the sound takes to cross the turbulent reg
yielding M!L/D. In our case, since the turbulence is forc
and does not decay, that constraint is automatically satis
The radiated fluctuating acoustic pressurep8(x,t)
5c0

2(r(x,t)2^r&) is then computed using DNS data b
solving Eq.~22!. The normalized fluctuating acoustic pre
sure p* 85p8/(urms

2 M0
2), whereM05urms/c050.074 is the

averaged Mach number associated to the propagation ou
the domain is presented in Fig. 3 as a function of the n
malized timet* 5t/t at an observer location. The signal co
responds to a general steady process rendering possib
spectral analysis of the acoustic pressure.

TABLE I. Parameters and characteristic values of the flow for each si
lation.

Simulation N Rel urms L l h

DNS 192 82.31 0.25 0.98 0.28 0.02
case 1 48 ¯ 0.235 1.06 ¯ ¯

case 2 96 ¯ 0.242 0.99 ¯ ¯

case 3 48 ¯ 0.34 1.11 ¯ ¯

case 4 96 ¯ 0.23 1.06 ¯ ¯

case 5 192 ¯ 0.23 1.05 ¯ ¯
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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The first analysis of the acoustic spectrum was given
Proudman.19 His calculations were based on the cancellat
of time correlations leading to anv27/2 slope behavior for
the acoustic spectrum. More recently Lilley14 revisited
Proudman’s calculation and assumed that the time corr
tion function depends only on the productVux2yu/c0 ,
where V is an appropriate characteristic frequency cor
sponding to the peak of the acoustic spectrum. Using
DNS database of Debusscheet al.,35 Lilley’s calculation
leads to the simple analytical expression for acoustic sp
trum:

P~v!}v4/~11v2/4V2!3 ~27!

corresponding to the temporal covariance (112Vt
14/3V2t2)exp(22Vt). This expression satisfies the low fre
quency condition~the acoustic spectrum increases asv4! due
to the temporal covariance on]4/]t4 developed in Lilley’s
model and also fits the measured results up to the high
quency ‘‘dissipation cutoff’’~the acoustic spectrum falls a
v22!. A comparison between these two models was p
formed by Zhouet al.36 leading to Proudman’s model whe
the Eulerian time correlations are dominated by local stra
ing, while Lilley’s result is recovered when sweeping effec
by the largest energetic scales are dominant. The norma
acoustic spectrum is presented in Fig. 4 as a function of
normalized frequencyv* 5v/vm , where vm is the fre-
quency at which the peak of the spectrum occurs. This p
occurs at a Strouhal number St5vL/urms52.15. In their
simulation Sarkar and Hussaini found a Strouhal num
equal to St53.5 computed for a Taylor microscale Reynol
number equal to 65, while Witkowskaet al.’s simulation
leads to St54.0 with forced turbulence at Rel520. Accord-
ing to Lilley’s theory St52.83 is expected while at high Rey
nolds numbers all simplified models of turbulence sugg
that the eddies of scale close to energy containing range
responsible for the bulk of the sound generation.37 The result
found for the present simulation is then in agreement w
theoretical models and leads to a smaller Strouhal num
value than these obtained, respectively, by Sarkar and H
saini and Witkowskaet al. because of the higher Taylor m

FIG. 3. Normalized fluctuating acoustic pressure defined asp* 8
5p8/(^r&urms

2 M0
2) computed with DNS data.
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croscale Reynolds number of the simulation. Nevertheles
results confirm that the noise generated by turbulence is
sociated to eddies smaller than energy-containing eddies
are consistent with Lighthill’s and Proudman’s results.

The sound pressure level is defined as S
520* log(p/pref) where pref denotes the pressure associat
to the peak of the signal is compared to those obtained f
the Sarkar and Hussaini20 simulation and to the analytica
solution given by Eq.~27! in Fig. 4. At very low frequencies
(v/vm<0.6) discrepancies between the acoustic spect
and Sarkar’s one occur following a growth law of ord
(v/vm)1/2 while that of Sarkar and Hussaini follows
growth law of order (v/vm)2. Since the turbulence is force
at large scales the (v/vm)4 slope behavior expected by the
oretical developments is not recovered. The results of Sa
et al. are recovered for a normalized frequency: 0.6<v/vm

<1.7 with a spectral decay close to (v/vm)22 for normal-
ized frequency greater than 1. Forv/vm>1.7 acoustic spec-
trum computed from the present simulation deviates fr
Sarkar and Hussaini’s results by decaying more rapidly
falling down in the dissipation range with a decay law sc
ing as (v/vm)27/2. The acoustic spectrum computed b
Sarkar and Hussaini follows Lilley’s model on a wider fr
quency range than the spectrum obtained from the pre
simulation before following the (v/vm)27/2 law. Their re-
sults were computed from a decaying isotropic turbulen
where the Strouhal number was calculated as
5vL0 /u0

rms, the subscript 0 indicating that quantities a
calculated a timet50. During the simulation, the quantit
urms/L is decaying in time. This indicates that the charact
istic frequency is overestimated for this simulation, leadi
to a larger broadband acoustic spectrum than that obta
for forced turbulence where the characteristic frequency
obtained by statistical average.

Nevertheless both spectra observe the same spectra
cay, ensuring that the DNS leads then to an acoustic fi
representation which is consistent with acoustic models
also with other simulations. This good agreement allows
to conclude on the influence of the forcing scheme on

FIG. 4. Acoustic spectra computed from DNS data~ !; Sarkar and Hus-
saini data j; Lilley’s model v* 4(112v* 2)23 ~ !; Proudman’s
modelv* 27/2 ~• • • •!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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noise generation. It strongly modifies the acoustic proper
of the lowest resolved frequencies, yielding a 1/2 slope,
the modes located after the kinetic energy spectrum peak
not polluted, leading to the observed good agreement. S
the maximum of noise production is due to modes loca
after that peak and since we are interested in LES wit
cutoff located in the inertial range, the present forci
scheme can be retained. The same conclusion was give
Witkowska.

B. A priori evaluation of subgrid scale tensor
contribution to Lighthill’s tensor

To analyze high frequency and subgrid contributions
the acoustic source term to the radiated noise, a compar
between acoustic quantities computed from all parts oc
ring in the decomposition Eq.~10! has been carried out.

In Table II, ratios between the acoustic intensityI com-
puted from the full Lighthill tensorTi j and acoustic intensity
Ī computed from the filtered Lighthill tensorT̄i j have been
evaluated for all grids. These ratios show that the contri
tion to the full radiated noise generated by the high f
quency part of acoustic tensorTi j9 remains less than 10% i
all cases. In Table III ratios between turbulent scales and
mesh size are presented showing that for all values okc

used the integral scale is well resolved, i.e.,D<L. As the
noise is generated by scales smaller than the integral s
this condition must be restricted toD<L/St, where 1/St
50.47 in the present simulation, and according to all val
reported in Table III this condition is satisfied on all grid
This ensures that the scales responsible for the noise are
resolved. Comparison between spectra computed from
full Lighthill tensor and the filtered one in Fig. 5 shows th
the acoustic spectrum hardly changes when the high
quency part of the acoustic source term is not taken
account. This result is in agreement with those obtained
Seroret al.17 ensuring that the use of large-eddy simulati
is suitable when it is used together with Lighthill’s analo
and when the mesh size satisfies the condition discu
above.

The spectral decay ofv27/2 is recovered in the sam
frequency range while discrepancies between acoustic s
tra occur for higher frequencies. The acoustic spectrum

TABLE II. Ratio between acoustic intensities.

Ī /I I LES/ Ī
I LES/ Ī

Bardina’s model
I LES/ Ī

Liu’s model

163 323 643 163 323 643 163 323 643 163 323 643

0.93 0.97 0.99 0.45 0.75 0.91 0.66 0.90 0.98 0.68 0.96 1

TABLE III. Parameters and characteristic values of the flow.

kc 7 15 31

D̄/h 22.44 10.47 5.07

D̄/l 1.31 0.70 0.34

D̄/L 0.40 0.20 0.10
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cays more rapidly when the Strouhal number St>6 as larger
cutoff wave number values are considered. When the
frequency part of Lighthill’s tensor is taken into accou
~i.e., uiuj ! the resulting energy spectrum is computed a
function of uiuîĜD . In Fig. 6 these spectra are present
showing that the filter does not modify significantly the i
ertial range wherek25/3 slope is recovered in accordanc
with Lilley’s model and Zhou and Rubinstein36 calculations.

Since the high frequency part of the acoustic source te
can be neglected in all cases, the importance of the n
radiated by the subgrid modes must be estimated. It has b
shown by Seroret al.17 that subgrid scale tensor has a si
nificant contribution to the radiated noise. In Table II th
ratio between acoustic intensity computed from the resol
Lighthill tensor ~namely I LES! and Ī has been calculated in
all cases. A large contribution of intensity generated by
subgrid scales is observed. This contribution reaches 55%
163 case. In order to resolve the eddies associated to the

1

FIG. 5. Comparison between acoustic spectra computed from: DNS dat~-!;
filtered Lighthill’s tensor on 163 nodes~ !; filtered Lighthill’s tensor
on 323 ~• • • •!; filtered Lighthill’s tensor on 643 ~ • • • !.

FIG. 6. Comparison between energy spectrum computed from DNS d
E(k) ~ ! and energy spectrum associated to the filtered Lightill ten
E(k)GD(k) on ~ ! 163 nodes;~• • • •! 323 nodes;~ • • • ! 643

nodes.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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483Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 2, February 2001 On the radiated noise computed by large-eddy simulation
of the acoustic spectrum the conditionD/L<0.4751/St is
required, for this grid (163)D/L50.4 is obtained indicating
that the smallest resolved eddies are very close to those
sociated to the peak of the acoustic spectrum.

When the subgrid scale effects representing the inte
tion between the resolved and the unresolved structures
not taken into account, the results obtained are very far fr
the solution computed from the low frequency part of t
acoustic source term. The largest error is observed as
pected for the lowest value ofkc ~i.e., 163! used for the
simulation. On the 323 grid mesh representation presented
Fig. 7, the subgrid contribution is still significant. Errors o
cur for both amplitude and phase of the acoustic signal in
cating an important effect of the subgrid scale.

The comparison between acoustic spectra of the qua
(p/pref)

2 wherepref is the amplitude of the peak of the spe
trum for DNS case and the pressurep is computed from the
full Lighthill tensor and from the resolved one is presented
Fig. 8. Important discrepancies concerning acoustic spect
computed on 163 and 323 grids occur while the solution on

FIG. 7. Comparison between acoustic pressures respectively associa
the filtered Lighthill tensor ~ ! and the resolved Lighthill tenso
~ ! on 323 grid.

FIG. 8. Comparison between acoustic spectra computed from: the
Lighthill tensor ~ !; the resolved Lighthill tensor on 163 ~ !, on
323 ~• • • •!, on 643 ~ • • • ! grids.
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643 nodes remains close to the DNS result. As the filte
Lighthill tensor allows to recover the behavior expected
Proudman’s theory, the resolved Lighthill tensor does not
the two lowest values ofkc as shown in Fig. 8. In the fre
quency range StP@2,6# where Proudman’s model was reco
ered, the acoustic spectrum decreases more rapidly whe
resolved Lighthill tensor is used for the computation. Mor
over the peak of the acoustic spectrum for these two ca
has been shifted to the lowest frequency leading now to
51.8 for the 163 case and a 2.0 for the 323 case while St
52.15 was expected~Fig. 8!. As suggested by the intensit
ratio I LES/ Ī 50.91 on the 643 grid the acoustic spectrum re
mains close to the DNS one. When a LES is performed
resulting kinetic energy spectrum is computed as a func
of uiujĜD

2 . These spectra are presented in Fig. 9 show
that the inertial range is still there for cutoff wave numb
values considered. As the decay of Eulerian time correlati
was dominated by large scale straining according to Zh
et al.,36 the use of the resolved Lighthill tensor does not
cover reliable results indicating that the subgrid scale ten
should be parametrized in both cases 163 and 323 mesh grid
to get reliable results for the acoustic field.

C. Parametrization of the Lighthill subgrid scale
tensor

In order to recover reliable results concerning bo
acoustic intensity and Strouhal number when LES and Lig
hill’s tensor are used together, a parametrization of the s
grid Lighthill tensor must be performed. Two models ha
been tested for the compressible case:17 a subgrid scale
model of eddy viscosity type, like the Smagorinsky mode38

and a scale similarity type model, like the Bardin
model.39,40 The Bardina model led to better results than t
Smagorinsky model and for the present simulations sc
similarity models have been retained. Subgrid Lighthil
tensor parametrization with Bardina’s model has been c
sen leading to

to

ll

FIG. 9. Comparison between energy spectrum computed from DNS d
E(k) ~ ! and energy spectrum associated to the filtered Lightill ten
E(k)GD

2 (k) on ~ ! 163 nodes;~• • • •! 323 nodes;~ • • • ! 643

nodes.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 10. Comparison between acoustic spectra computed from DNS data and filtered DNS on 163 nodes~a! and 323 nodes~b!: the full Lighthill tensor~ !;
the resolved Lighthill tensor~ !; the resolved Lighthill tensor with a correction given by Bardina’s model~• • • •!; the resolved Lighthill tensor with
a correction given by Liu’s model~ • • • !.
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SGS5mi j 5ūi ū j2u% iu% j . ~28!

The Bardina model is indeed a theoretical model, which c
not be applied if the analytical form of the filter is unknow
Liu et al.41 have developed a more general scale simila
model written as follows:

mi j 5CL~ ūi ū j̃2 ũ̄i ũ̄ j !, ~29!

whereCL50.45,bar still denotes a filter at scaleD̄ associ-
ated to the mesh size andtilde denotes a filter at scale 2D̄.

The ratio between the acoustic intensity computed fr
the resolved Lighthill tensor corrected with subgrid tens
~namelyILES! and the filtered acoustic intensity is present
in Table II. In all cases and for both models significant im
provements are observed. Nevertheless Liu’s model seem
recover better results than Bardina’s one. The ratio reac
96% and more than 99% for, respectively, 323 and 643 grid
nodes confirming that scale similarity models are suitable
recover the noise generated by the subgrid scales. Aco
spectra computed from the full Lighthill tensor, the resolv
Lighthill tensor and the resolved Lighthill tensor correct
with both models are presented in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!,
respectively, for the 163 grid and the 323 grid. As the solu-
tion on the 163 grid was far from the results given by DN
improvements concerning the Strouhal number are ind
observed leading to St51.9 for both models while St51.8
was found without model as shown in Fig. 10~a!. This result
indicates that model effects are strong even if the solutio
far away from the expected one. On the 323 grid, both mod-
els also lead to significant improvements for the spectral d
sity. The acoustic spectrum in Fig. 10~b! computed using the
corrected Lighthill tensor remains close to DNS results a
the peak of the acoustic spectrum while without subgrid c
rection it was falling down. As higher frequencies are co
sidered the improvements are less significant and
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acoustic spectrum moves away from the expected solu
but still gives better results than without the model. Discre
ancies between the Strouhal number associated to the pe
the acoustic spectrum are smaller. The measured Stro
number is St52.12, while St52.0 has been found when sub
grid effects were not taken into account. These values
very close to the St52.15 obtained in the full DNS. Result
obtain on the 643 grid dealing with the associated Strouh
number are insensitive to the correction of the Lighthill te
sor. This demonstrates that the model acts weakly when
solution obtained by LES is close to these obtained by DN
The subgrid scale model of scale similarity type offers
good issue to parametrize subgrid tensors occurring in
filtered Lighthill equation. These models make it possible
recover a part of the acoustic intensity that is not taken i
account as was shown by results on the 163 and 323 grids
and also do not introduce overprediction of the radiated no
when subgrid model is not really required.

V. LARGE-EDDY SIMULATION: A POSTERIORI TESTS

The formalism presented in Sec. II has been illustra
by ana priori test based on direct numerical simulation b
cause it was the best way to analyze the contributions o
of Lighthill’s tensors appearing in the decomposition giv
by Eq. ~10!. The effects of the mesh size have been para
etrized by a Gaussian filter function. When a real large-ed
simulation is carried out the study differs from the filtere
DNS by several points. First of all the filter kernel and t
cutoff wave number value are not known exactly. Moreov
aerodynamic fluctuations are computed using a paramet
tion of the subgrid scale tensor appearing in the filte
Navier–Stokes equation while the exact form of the subg
tensor was used in the previous study. To compare res
obtained by direct numerical simulation and those obtain
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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485Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 2, February 2001 On the radiated noise computed by large-eddy simulation
when real LES is performed, large-eddy simulations on3

and 643 grids have been carried out using the same turbu
parameters as those used for the DNS~i.e., the same eddy
viscosity and same kinetic energy!. The forcing scheme use
is the same as those implemented for the DNS and the v
of kinetic energy is equal to these resulting from the filter
DNS on the corresponding grid. Simulations are, resp
tively, referred to as case 1 and case 2 for the Me´tais and
Lesieur32 model on, respectively, the 323 or 643 grids. Ki-
netic energy spectra for these two simulations are prese
in Fig. 11 and compared to the DNS results. It is seen
simulations performed by LES led to kinetic energy sp
trum which is very close to the DNS one. Parameters
statistics concerning these simulations are reported
Table I.

Discrepancies between values obtained for the Strou
number associated to the peak of the spectrum are report
Table IV. The results indicate that the scales responsible
the noise are not resolved in the same way whether the
tered DNS or LES is considered. When Liu’s model is us
to parametrize the subgrid Lighthill tensor, significant im
provements are observed for all simulations by moving
peak of the spectrum to higher frequencies.

In Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 the power spectral density co
puted from the resolved Lighthill tensor with and witho
correction is plotted as a function of St and compared
those obtained by DNS and filtered DNS. Discrepancies
served between LES and filtered DNS concern both the
sition of the peak of the spectrum and its amplitude. Discr
ancies on the amplitude of the peak indicate that the acou

FIG. 11. Kinetic energy spectrum: full line DNS;L case 1,s case 2.

TABLE IV. Strouhal number obtained for LES simulations without/wi
subgrid Lighthill’s tensor.

Lighthill’s tensor
TLES

St
TLES1TSGS

St

case 1 1.80 1.9
case 2 2.10 2.2
case 3 1.55 1.67
case 4 2.17 2.28
case 5 2.22 2.3
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energy is not distributed on the same frequency ra
whether DNS is filtered or LES is performed. This res
suggests that the effective filter function is not the same
all simulations and that the smallest scale resolved~i.e., these
associated to the highest available frequency! differ whether
the simulation is performed. When a parametrization of
Lighthill subgrid scale tensor is added to the resolved Lig
hill tensor, interactions between the resolved and the un
solved scales are taken into account such that a decay o
amplitude of the peak is observed leading to results close
those obtained by DNS, as shown in Fig. 12 and Fig.
Results obtained from these simulations are consistent
those obtained from the filtered DNS and these discrepan
are especially due to the filtering function, indicating that t
subgrid scale tensor used in the momentum equation d
not introduce spurious effect.

The main interest of LES is to compute high Reynol
number turbulent flows. To extend the range of the study
purely convective regimes, LES have been performed set

FIG. 12. Power spectral density computed from: DNS, full line; filter
DNS on 323 grid, without correction,, with correction.; case 1, without
corrections, with correctiond.

FIG. 13. Power spectral density computed from: DNS, full line; filter
DNS on 643 grid, without correction,, with correction.; case 1, without
corrections, with correctiond.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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486 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 2, February 2001 Seror et al.
the molecular eddy viscosity to zero such that the diffus
effect are only governed by the subgrid scale model of e
viscosity type. These simulations have been carried out u
the Métais and Lesieur32 spectral model described in Sec. II
These simulations are referred to as case 3, case 4 and c
for simulations performed on, respectively, 323, 643 or 1283

grids. Kinetic energy spectrum obtained for these simu
tions are presented in Fig. 14 showing that ak25/3 is recov-
ered and inertial kinetic-energy range is obtained up to
cutoff wave number. Parameters and statistics concer
these simulations are reported in Table I. The Strouhal n
ber values obtained are reported in the Table IV. All of the
values remain close to those obtained with the previous s
indicating that the position of the peak of the acoustic sp
trum does not depend on the Reynolds number. The spe
density has been computed as a function of the Strou
number and is presented in Fig. 15. The mesh size used
consequently the inertial range width represent important
rameters for such simulations. As the mesh size is refi
~case 5! the highest accessible frequency is growing up le

FIG. 14. Kinetic energy spectrum: case 3L; case 4n; case 5h; the full
line representsk25/3.

FIG. 15. Comparison between power spectral density case 3~ • • • !;
case 4~• • • •!; case 5~ !. The thin lines represent the power spe
tral density when Lighthill’s tensor is corrected with Liu’s model.
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ing to an enrichment of the high frequency part of the aco
tic spectrum. As observed for other simulation the use o
parametrization for the subgrid Lighthill tensor introdu
significant corrections concerning both amplitude and po
tion of the peak. As explained in Sec. IV A, the theoretic
model based on the assumption of an infinite Reynolds n
ber flow predicts av22 spectral decay14 or v24/3 according
to Zhou and Rubinstein.36 In Fig. 16 the SPL have bee
plotted as a function of the normalized frequencyv* and the
results are compared to Lilley’s model. Only case 5 leads
results close to Lilley’s model. The acoustic spectrum rec
ers anv22 over a significant frequency range for this ca
indicating that the width of the inertial kinetic-energy ran
has an important signification. The model developed
Zhou and Rubinstein36 was indeed based on the assumpti
of an infinite inertial kinetic-energy range and led tov24/3

spectral decay for the acoustic spectrum.
The previous study concerning filtered DNS has sho

that the acoustic intensity is also corrected when subg
scale Lighthill’s tensor is taken into account. To analyze
subgrid scale contribution to the acoustic intensity, the ra
I /I LES as computed has a function of the cutoff wave num
and is presented in Fig. 17. Comparison between results
tained, respectively, by filtered DNS and LES indicates t
the contribution of subgrid scales to the acoustic intens
depends on the mesh size used for the simulation.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Computation of acoustic quantities by filtering DNS da
show that a parametrization of the subgrid scale tensor
curring in Lighthill’s equation is required to recover reliab
results for the acoustic field. The study was especially ba
on the radiated acoustic spectrum. The use of LES shifts
peak of the spectrum toward low frequencies and does
allow the acoustic intensity generated by the high freque
part of the acoustic source term to recover. Subgrid sc
models of scale similarity type are suitable to recover
acoustic intensity lost in the filtering procedure and to i

FIG. 16. Comparison between sound pressure level~dB! case 3
~ • • • !; case 4~• • • •!; case 5~ !. The thin lines represen
the power spectral density when Lighthill’s tensor is corrected with Liu
model. The full line is the Lilley model.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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487Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 2, February 2001 On the radiated noise computed by large-eddy simulation
prove the prediction of the location of the peak of acous
spectrum with respect to DNS results. LES have been
formed using a spectral eddy-viscosity model. The comp
son between filtered DNS and LES led to small discrepan
when dealing with acoustic spectra. This is especially du
the difference between the filter kernel used fora priori tests
and the effective filter of thea posteriori tests. As all theo-
retical models are based on infinite Reynolds number tur
lent flow, the extension to LES in the vanishing viscos
case performed on several grids shows that these model
recovered only if the inertial kinetic-energy range is lar
enough. In all cases the parametrization give suitable
consistent results: the model introduced a correction to
acoustic intensity which depends on the computational g
and yields a shift of the peak of acoustic toward larger f
quencies for all considered cases.
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